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Abstract
We assess the predictive power of a model of other-regarding preferences—inequality
aversion—using a within-subjects design. We run four different experiments (ultimatum game, dictator game, sequential-move prisoners’ dilemma and public-good game)
with the same sample of subjects. We elicit two parameters of inequality aversion to
test several hypotheses across games. We find that within-subject tests can differ
markedly from aggregate-level analyses. Inequality-aversion has predictive power at
the aggregate level but performs less well at the individual level. The model seems
to capture various behavioral motives in different games but the correlation of these
motives is low within subjects.
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Introduction

Behavioral economists invest a great deal of effort into developing models of other-regarding
preferences. This literature takes as its starting point that data from, for example, the
ultimatum game (Güth et al., 1982), the dictator game (Kahneman et al., 1986; Forsythe et
al., 1994) and gift-exchange and trust games (Fehr et al., 1993; Berg et al., 1995) are by and
large not compatible with the self-interested utility maximizing behavior of the traditional
economic paradigm. The behavioral models attempt to explain these experimental results
by relaxing the assumptions of the standard model and allowing for other-regarding motives.
As for the empirical validity of the models of other-regarding preferences, the existing
literature has relied to a large extent on aggregate-level analyses whereas only a small
number of studies provides individual-level tests. Aggregate-level tests of models of otherregarding preferences (see for example Fehr and Schmidt, 2006) essentially compare the
distribution of choices across different experiments that were run with different samples and
check for consistency with the model. By contrast, within-subjects tests analyze individuallevel decisions obtained in different experiments with the same sample. Andreoni and Miller
(2002) conduct an analysis of individual choices across several dictator games with different
costs of giving. The objective of their study is to test whether subjects are consistent with
the axioms of revealed preferences and they find that this is the case for most subjects.
Fisman et al. (2007) deepen Andreoni and Miller’s (2002) analysis. They can estimate
individual utility functions because they let subjects play many more dictator games. They
also allow for non-linear budget constraints, and analyze three-person dictator games.
Our paper contributes to the growing literature on individual-level analyses of otherregarding preferences with two distinct innovations. Firstly, we depart from the aforementioned literature in that we let subjects play different games rather than variants of the
same game. Encouraged by the result that subjects decide rather consistently when playing
1

variants of the same game, we aim to see whether behavior in strategically different games
is correlated and, if so, to what extent other-regarding preferences models can account for
the observed correlations.
The second point our paper makes is methodological. We will analyze the performance
of a model of other-regarding preferences both at the aggregate and individual level. Such a
comparison is possible with our data because, even though our study provides the relatedsample data required for the individual-level test, we can still analyze the data at the
aggregate level as if they are from different samples. We believe that this approach can
lead to novel insights. Ideally, one would hope a theory holds both at the aggregate and individual level. However, aggregate-level validity does not imply individual-level validity and
vice versa.1 Previous tests suggest (see Fehr and Schmidt, 2006) that the other-regarding
preferences models predict aggregate outcomes well in many games. While this constitutes
remarkable progress in the interpretation of experimental findings, it is of significant interest whether the models accurately describe individual behavior and, furthermore, how the
aggregate-level analysis relates to the within-subjects tests of the same data.
The behavioral model we analyze is inequality aversion. This model was first proposed
by Bolton (1991) and was refined by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels
(2000). Basically, inequality aversion stipulates that individuals do not only care about
their own material payoff, they also care about the distribution of payoffs among players.
In particular, individuals dislike having both a lower and a higher payoff than others. The
1

If a theory provides a perfectly accurate prediction at the individual level it will be perfectly accu-

rate at the aggregate level (if all participants behave consistently with the theory across games, then the
distribution of choices across games has to be consistent with the theory), but the reverse does not hold.
Individual consistency is not simply a stricter criterion than aggregate consistency because, as we will also
see in our data, it is possible that a theory provides reasonably accurate predictions for correlations of
behavior on the individual level while the distributions of choices are not consistent across the games.
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more recent extended behavioral models that aim at explaining results in a broader set of
experiments than the basic inequality-aversion models can rationalize, nevertheless include
some concerns for equality (see, for example, Falk and Fischbacher, 2006, Charness and
Rabin, 2002, and Cox et al., 2007).
In the main part of the paper, we will test the model of inequality aversion by Fehr
and Schmidt (1999, henceforth F&S). Their model has the advantage of a straightforward
parametrization that can easily be estimated and that has been quite successful in rationalizing aggregate behavior in several classic games. The F&S model serves as our example
for the aggregate vs. individual-level analysis. In Section 7, we discuss to what extent our
results apply to other models of other-regarding preferences.
We note that, while it has been documented before that F&S fails to capture behavior
in certain games (see, for example, Charness and Rabin, 2002, Engelmann and Strobel,
2004, Kagel and Wolfe, 2001), F&S still provides a relatively parsimonious explanation for
behavior in a large class of experimental games (see, e.g., Fehr and Schmidt, 2006). By
focusing on games where F&S has been useful to rationalize results on an aggregate level, we
try to better understand how and why the model works when it works. This understanding
can contribute to the development of more successful models.
We run an experiment involving four different games with the same sample of experimental subjects. The games (an ultimatum game, a modified dictator game, a sequential-move
prisoner’s dilemma and a public-good game) are examples where experimental behavior
typically deviates from the standard model but can be rationalized by inequality aversion,
so, our approach to compare aggregate and individual-level consistency should be fruitful
for these games. We use the responder data from the ultimatum game in order to elicit a
parameter of aversion to disadvantageous inequality (“envy” parameter), and we take data
from the modified dictator game to elicit a parameter of aversion to advantageous inequality
(“guilt” parameter). A novel feature of our paper is that, because of the within-subjects
3

design, we can also report a joint distribution of individual inequality-aversion parameters.
We then use this joint distribution to test several explicit hypotheses about aggregate and
individual behavior in the other games.
Our data show that results from the within-subject analysis can differ markedly from
results from aggregate-level tests. The inequality-aversion model has considerable predictive
power at the aggregate level but often fails at the individual level. That is, the degree of
inequality aversion that an individual exhibits in the ultimatum game and in the modified
dictator game has little explanatory power in other games at the individual level. In one
case, we find the model has power at the individual level but in this case the models fails
at the aggregate level.
Following Goeree and Holt (2000), we also run maximum-likelihood estimates of the
envy, guilt and logit decision-error parameter at the aggregate level. All three parameters are significantly different from zero. This contrasts with the weak correlations of
the decisions at the individual-level. These findings highlight again that individual and
aggregate-level analysis can lead to rather different results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the experimental
design, followed by an instrument check in Section 3. Section 4 presents the model and the
elicitation of the model parameters. In Section 5 we test several hypotheses derived from
the inequality-aversion model. In Section 6 we report the maximum-likelihood estimates of
the inequality parameters and a correlation table of the experiment’s decisions. In Section
7 we discuss our findings and Section 8 concludes.

2

Experimental Design

We ran four different two-player games of similar complexity with the same sample of experimental subjects. Each game was played exactly once by each subject. Two of the games
4

involve two different roles for decision makers (proposer and responder in the ultimatum
game and the two movers in the prisoner’s dilemma, where the second mover can condition
on the first mover’s choice). In these games, each subject made a decision in both roles.
Hence subjects made decisions in six different roles. When a role involved decisions in more
than one decision node, we used the so-called strategy-elicitation method to obtain choices
in all these nodes. We kept the initial total surplus at £20 across all games.
Each of the four games was presented separately in a different section of the experiment.
Instructions were distributed and were also read aloud in each of the four parts by the
experimenter and participants had the chance to ask questions. Once the experimenter
had ensured that everyone had understood the game, the corresponding computer screen
was displayed and subjects submitted their decisions. Only when all participants had made
their decisions in one game were the instructions for the following game distributed.
Subjects did not receive any feedback or payment until the end of the experimental
session. All decisions were to be made without any information on other subjects’ choices
and without any communication. At the end of the session, one game was chosen randomly
and subjects were randomly matched in pairs and paid according to their decisions in this
game. In all games that involve different roles, these were determined randomly between
the two subjects of each pair. Subjects knew about these procedures in advance. At
the end of the experiment they were informed about all the random draws and about
the payment-relevant decisions. We believe that our design is appropriate for minimizing
confounding effects among games and avoiding subjects averaging their earnings across
games (see Charness and Rabin, 2002, for a similar setup).
The games we selected for our experiment seem well suited for a test of consistency with
inequality aversion across games as predicted behavior depends on inequality aversion and
as the experimental results can be rationalized by it. We also wanted the games to differ
strategically such that different behavioral motives may play a role. We also had to decide
5

on the number of games to be played. Four games seemed to us a reasonable compromise
between generating a rich data set and maintaining salient incentives. Including a higher
number of games might have diluted the incentives, which we wanted to avoid. We chose
the ultimatum game, the dictator game, the public-good game, and the sequential-move
prisoner’s dilemma (Clark and Sefton, 2001) which shares crucial qualitative properties
with the gift-exchange game (Fehr et al., 1993) and the trust or investment game (Berg
et al., 1995) but is a much simpler game. See Table 1 for a summary the four games as
implemented in our experiment.

Game
ultimatum game

label
UG

description
£20 pie, proposer gets £(20-s) and responder s if
the responder accepts, both get zero otherwise
modified dictator game
MDG dictator chooses between £20-£0 and equitable
outcomes ranging from £0-£0 to £20-£20
sequential-move prisoners’ dilemma SPD both defect: £10-£10; both cooperate: £14-£14;
one defects, one cooperates: £17-£7
public-good game
PG
two players, £10 endowment per player, marginal
per capita return on contributions is 0.7

Table 1. The experimental design. Each subject played all four games once. In the UG and
the SPD, subjects made decisions at all nodes. All choices were made without feedback on
decisions of earlier games. The strategy-elicitation method was used where necessary.

The ultimatum game (henceforth UG) (Güth et al., 1982) is a sequential two-stage
game. In the first stage, given a pie of £20, the proposer has to make an offer (£s) to the
responder, keeping £20− £s to himself. In the second stage, the responder can accept or
reject the offer. In the case of a rejection both players earn zero. If the responder accepts,
players get the outcome proposed, £20− £s and £s, respectively. In our experiment,
subjects decide as both proposers and responders, and the responder decisions were made
based on a menu of hypothetical offers. As proposers’ offers were restricted to integers,
the complete list of possible distributions of the pie that subjects had to accept or reject
6

comprised 21 different distributions (£20-£0, £19-£1, ... £0-£20). If the ultimatum game
was selected as the game relevant for the final payment to subjects, the proposer’s actual
offer was compared to the responder’s decision about this offer and payments were finalized
according to the rules of the ultimatum game.
Since the standard dictator game (Forsythe et al., 1994) is not suitable for getting a
point prediction of the guilt parameter measuring aversion to advantageous inequality (see
F&S), we implemented a modified dictator game (henceforth MDG). In our modification,
the dictator has to decide about how much of the initial pie of £20 (if any) he is at most
willing to sacrifice in order to achieve an equal distribution of payoffs. More specifically,
subjects were given a list of 21 pairs of payoff vectors, and they had to choose one of the
two payoff vectors in all 21 cases. The left payoff vector was always (£20, £0), that is, if
the left column was chosen, the dictator would receive £20 and the recipient nothing. The
right payoff vector contained equal payoffs varying from (£0, £0), (£1, £1) all the way to
(£20, £20).2 Our MDG resembles more the dictator game in Kahneman et al. (1986) where
dictators could only choose between allocations of (10, 10) and (18, 2) than the standard
game. Each subject made a choice in the role of the dictator. If the MDG was randomly
selected at the end of the experiment, one of the 21 payoff vector pairs was randomly chosen
and then the decision of the (randomly chosen) dictator determined the payments.
The sequential-move prisoner’s dilemma (henceforth SPD) (Clark and Sefton, 2001) is
a prisoner’s dilemma where one player moves first, the other player second. The first mover
can cooperate or defect. After observing this action, the second mover responds either
with cooperation or defection. If both defect, both players receive a payoff of £10. If both
cooperate, they get £14 each. If one defects and the other cooperates, players earn £17
and £7, respectively. As in the ultimatum game, subjects had to play both roles in our
experiment. They had to make two second-mover decisions, one if the first mover decides
2

Subjects with monotone preferences should switch at some point (if at all) from choosing the left (£20,

£0) column to choosing the right column. They should not switch back because the egalitarian outcome is
“cheaper” for all decisions beyond the switching point.
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to defect and one if he cooperates. When the SPD was selected as the game relevant for
the final payment, one subject was randomly allocated the role of first mover and the other
the role of second mover. Their payoffs were then determined based on their decisions.
Finally, the public-good game (henceforth PG) we used was a simple two-player voluntary contribution mechanism (see Ledyard, 1995, for a survey). The two players received
an endowment of £10 each. They simultaneously decide how much (if any) money from the
endowment to contribute to a public good. Each monetary unit that the individual keeps
for himself raises his payoff by exactly that amount. Both subjects receive £0.7 for each £1
contributed to the public good (this is the marginal per capita return). Note that, when
restricting actions to the extreme choices of zero and full contribution, the set of possible
payoffs is the same as in the SPD. If the public-good game was chosen for the final payment,
payoffs were calculated according to the contributions of the randomly paired players.
Out of the many possible sequences, we ran the following two: UG-SPD-MDG-PG and
MDG-SPD-UG-PG (the main reason for these two sequences being chosen were that they
separate the MDG and UG, which have a similar format, and that the most complex game
is run last). As we found no significant difference between these two, we pool the data and
refrain from further references to the sequences in the results section.
The experiments were conducted at Royal Holloway in the Spring and Fall 2005. We
ran six sessions with 8 to 14 subjects in each session. All 72 subjects were non-economists.3
Eleven of these subjects do not have a unique switching point in the MDG or no unique
minimum acceptable offer in the UG.4 That is, they may not have well-behaved preferences
3

See Fehr et al. (2006) and Engelmann and Strobel (2006) for a discussion whether economics majors

may behave differently in distribution experiments.
4

In the UG, we expected a unique minimum acceptable offer at or below the equal split. Rational subjects

may switch back to rejecting offers higher than the equal split if they are highly averse to advantageous
inequality. These subjects are included in the data (see also footnote 11). The problem of non-unique
switching points also occurs in experiments on risk preferences. For example, Holt and Laury (2002) elicit
risk preferences with sets of binary choices similar to our UG responder decisions and our MDG. In their
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and we cannot calculate a point estimate of their inequality-aversion parameters. From
their decisions, we calculated a minimum and a maximum value for the parameters and
we conducted the statistical analysis for those extreme values and for an average value.
In none of these controls did the results differ in terms of the significance of our tests
below. As the determination of the inequality parameters is somewhat arbitrary in these
cases, we eventually decided to drop the eleven subjects from the analysis. Henceforth, we
will deal with a total of 61 subjects. The experimental software was developed in z-Tree
(Fischbacher, 2007). Sessions lasted about 50 minutes and the average earnings were £11.

3

Instrument Check

In this section, we check whether the games we analyze below generate results similar to
those of previous experiments. Such an instrument check (Andreoni et al., 2003) is essential
for the significance of the main part of our analysis.
In our UG, proposers’ mean offer is 40% of the pie. Roughly half of the proposers
(48%) offer the equal split which is also the modal and median offer. About 11% of the
offers are consistent with subgame perfect equilibrium for payoff-maximizing preferences
(which is to either offer nothing or £1). These results are remarkably similar to the results
obtained under the standard UG design as reported in the meta study of Oosterbeek et al.
(2004) who also find a mean offer of 40%, and that 50% offer the equal split. See also Roth
(1995) and Camerer (2003). Regarding responder decisions, our results are consistent with
the categorization in F&S (we elaborate on this extensively in the next section) which is
derived from data in Roth (1995).
In the MDG, the average switching point was roughly (£11, £11). The modal switching
point was (£10, £10) (with a frequency of 13%) and 43% of the subjects switched to the
egalitarian outcome in the range of (£0, £0) to (£9, £9). Two of 61 subjects choose (£0,
£0) over (£20, £0). Because we use a novel dictator game, our results cannot be directly
data, 19.8% of the subjects had a non-unique switching point, slightly more than the 15.3% we observed.
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compared with previous experiments. One parallel is that Forsythe et al. (1994) found that
20% of the dictators chose not to pass anything to the other player, a figure which is in
line with our data as 8% of our subjects switch to the egalitarian outcome only when it is
costless, at (£20, £20), and a further 10% do not switch at all, that is, they even choose
(£20, £0) over (£20, £20). Further, in Kahneman et al. (1986), 76% of dictators prefer
(10,10) over (18,2) which compares with the 62% of dictators in our experiment who switch
to the equal distribution at (£12,£12) or below. These dictators pay at least eight out of
an initial pie of 20 to achieve an equal distribution like in Kahneman et al.
In the SPD, 34% of the subjects cooperated as first mover. In the role of second mover,
38% cooperate following first mover’s cooperation. Given first-mover defection, nearly all
subjects (94%) also defected. Our results are remarkably similar to those obtained by
Clark and Sefton (2001) in their SPD. The figures they obtained (“baseline” treatment,
last round)5 are 32.5% cooperation of first movers, 38.5% second mover cooperation given
first mover cooperation, and 96% defection given first mover defection.
In our PG, the average contribution was 47% of the endowment. Less than half the
endowment was contributed by 41% of the subjects, including 28% (of the total population)
who contributed nothing. Not contributing was also the modal behavior. More than half the
endowment was contributed by 44% of the subjects, including 18% (of the total population)
who contributed the entire endowment. Goeree et al. (2002) report on one-shot public-good
games. They have one treatment (“N=2, $0.04, $0.04”) with two players where the marginal
per capita return is similar to ours (0.8). The average contribution in that treatment is
50%. Roughly 47% gave less than half the endowment and 53% gave more than half the
endowment. Considering that the equal split was not possible in Goeree et al. (2002), the
results seem remarkably similar to our data. Differences from our results are that they
5

Clark and Sefton (2001) repeat their SPD and report cooperation rates in the first and the last rounds.

We consider the last round of their data more relevant for comparison to our one-shot setting. Note that the
percentage gain from exploiting compared to reciprocating cooperation is 21% in our game which compares
with the 20% gain in the “baseline” treatment of Clark and Sefton (2001).
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observe fewer cases of zero contributions (10%) but also fewer full contributions (6%).
We conclude that our results successfully replicate those of other experiments (even in
the subgames of the UG and the SPD) despite our related-sample design. Therefore, our
design should be suitable for the individual-level test of the inequality-aversion model.

4

Model and Estimation of the Parameters

For two-player games, a F&S utility function is given by

Ui (xi , xj ) =

xi − αi (xj − xi ), if xi ≤ xj
xi − βi (xi − xj ), if xi > xj

(1)

where xi and xj , i 6= j, denote the monetary payoffs to players i and j.
F&S make the following a priori assumptions on the distributions of the parameters.
First, they assume βi ≤ αi , meaning that individuals suffer at least as much from disadvantageous inequality than from advantageous inequality. Second, they impose 0 ≤ βi < 1,
where 0 ≤ βi rules out individuals who enjoy being better off than others and βi < 1 excludes individuals who will burn money in order to reduce advantageous inequality. In order
to rationalize the results of other experiments, F&S further assume that βi < (n − 1)/n for
n = 6, hence βi < 0.83 (p. 832), and that α and β are positively correlated (p. 864).6
We follow F&S in deriving the distribution of the envy parameter (aversion to disadvantageous inequality), α, from the UG responder decisions. Since we employ the strategyelicitation method, the minimum-acceptable offers in the ultimatum game give us (near)
point estimates of αi for each individual. Suppose s0i is the lowest offer responder i is willing
to accept, and, consequently, s0i − 1 is the highest offer i rejected (recall that offers had to
be integers). A responder with well-behaved preferences will hence be indifferent between
accepting some offer si ∈ [s0i − 1, s0i ] and getting a zero payoff from a rejection. Therefore,
we have Ui (si , 20 − si ) = si − αi (20 − si − si ) = 0. (Note that only the range of offers up
6

See also Binmore and Shaked (2010) and Fehr and Schmidt (2010).
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to half of the pie is relevant here.) Thus, the estimate of the envy parameter is
αi =

si
.
2(10 − si )

(2)

For our data analysis, we set si = s0i −0.5. This choice is somewhat arbitrary but it affects in
no way our results because we use non-parametric tests which are based on ordinal rankings
of outcomes.
A rational F&S player will always accept the equal split in the UG and hence have
s0i ≤ 10, so division by zero cannot occur by assumption here. For a subject with s0i = 0,
we observe no rejected offer and we cannot infer the indifference point si . Therefore, we
set αi = 0 for participants with s0i = 0 but it could actually be that these subjects have
αi < 0, that is, they could positively value the payoff of another player who is better off.7
For subjects who accept only si ≥ 10, we can only infer that αi ≥ 4.5. We assign αi = 4.5
to these subjects. This is somewhat arbitrary but not relevant in our analysis below.
Let us now turn to the guilt parameter (aversion to advantageous inequality), β. We
elicit (nearly) exact values for βi analogously to the way the αi were derived.8 In our
MDG, we obtain a βi by finding the egalitarian allocation, (xi , xi ), such that the dictator is
indifferent between keeping the entire endowment, the (20, 0) outcome, and (xi , xi ). In the
Appendix, we show that the design of our MDG is structurally the simplest design which
provides a point estimate for the whole range of relevant β.9 Suppose an individual switches
to the egalitarian outcome at (x0i , x0i ). That is, he prefers (20, 0) over (x0i − 1, x0i − 1) but
7

See Charness and Rabin (2002) and Engelmann and Strobel (2004) for evidence that at least in non-

strategic games such preferences may occur.
8

As will become clear below, all decisions have implications for the model parameters. However, we

refer to the parameters derived from UG offers and MDG choices as the αi and βi because they are (near)
point estimates. See also Section 7.
9

F&S derive the guilt parameter (β) from offers in the UG. While this is a plausible way of proceeding,

we took a different route at this point for three reasons. First, proposers’ offers depend on their beliefs
about the other players’ minimum acceptable offers in the UG. Second, even a relatively small number of
responders with high minimum acceptable offers can imply that the optimal decision of a selfish proposer
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(x0i , x0i ) over (20, 0). We conclude that he is indifferent between the (20, 0) distribution and
the (e
xi , x
ei ) egalitarian distribution where x
ei ∈ [x0i − 1, x0i ] and x0i ∈ {1, ..., 20}. From (1) we
get Ui (20, 0) = Ui (e
xi , x
ei ) if, and only if, 20 − 20βi = x
ei . This yields
βi = 1 −

x
ei
.
20

(3)

For our data analysis, we use x
ei = x0i −0.5 (which, as above, does not affect the results of
non-parametric tests). Subjects who choose (0, 0) over (20, 0) are possibly willing to sacrifice
more than £1 in order to reduce the inequality by £1. Therefore, these subjects might have
βi > 1. Since we do not observe a switching point for these subjects, we cautiously assign
βi = 1 to them. Similarly, subjects who prefer (20, 0) over (20, 20) are possibly willing to
spend money in order to increase inequality. These subjects might have βi < 0 but, again,
we do not observe a switching point and therefore set βi = 0 for them.10

α
α < 0.4
0.4 ≤ α < 0.92
0.92 ≤ α < 4.5
4.5 ≤ α

F&S
30%
30%
30%
10%

data
31%
33%
23%
13%

β
F&S
β < 0.235
30%
0.235 ≤ β < 0.5 30%
0.5 ≤ β
40%

data
29%
15%
56%

Table 2. Distribution of α and β as assumed in F&S and as observed in our data.

In Table 2, we summarize the distributions of the envy and guilt parameters (see also
the Appendix for a comprehensive summary of our entire data set). The table lists both
the distribution as derived in F&S and our results. For both parameters, F&S assume few
points in the density with mass (p. 844), but for the comparison in Table 2, we prefer to
(β = 0) is to offer half the endowment (this is the case in our data, see below) and in such cases no β
distribution can be derived because all proposers should make the same offer. Third, it is only possible to
derive three relatively coarse intervals of the β parameter (see below) from UG offers.
10

F&S (p. 824) acknowledge that subjects with βi < 0 may exist and indeed behavior consistent with

the existence of such preferences has been observed in the Stackelberg experiments of Huck et al. (2001).
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interpret these mass points not literally and instead refer to the broader intervals which
F&S used in their derivation (see pp. 843-4). From the intervals F&S propose, it is readily
verified that these minimum acceptable offers imply the intervals for the envy parameter
(α) in the table. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test does not indicate significant differences
between the α distribution we derive and the one assumed in F&S (χ2 = 1.79, d.f. = 3,
p = 0.618). At the extreme ends of the distribution, we find nine subjects with αi = 0 and
eight subjects with αi ≥ 4.5.
As for the guilt parameter (β) distribution, we use the very intervals F&S (p. 844) derive.
The distribution of β in our data differs significantly from the one in F&S (χ2 = 8.51,
d.f. = 2, p = 0.014). We find seven subjects (11%) with β > 0.83, two of which have
βi = 1. We also observe six subjects with βi = 0.
A key novelty of our data set is that we can elicit the joint distribution of the envy
(α) and guilt (β) parameters. Previous research, including F&S, could not derive the joint
distribution because related-sample data were not collected. Figure 1 shows this joint
distribution. Both parameters turn out to be widely distributed in the population. It is
apparent that the αi and βi are not significantly correlated and the Spearman correlation
coefficient confirms this (ρ = −0.03, p = 0.820). Among our 61 subjects, 23 violate the
F&S assumption that αi ≥ βi . They can be found to the left of the α = β line in the figure.
To summarize, our method for deriving the α and β distribution has, to a large extent,
replicated the one chosen in F&S, which can be seen as support at the aggregate level. Even
though our β distribution is significantly different from the one in F&S, the distributions do
not differ grotesquely, and indeed our β distribution is rich enough to conduct meaningful
tests of the model. The joint distribution of α and β does not support two of the assumptions
F&S make at an individual level (αi ≥ βi , positive correlation of αi and βi ).11
11

Our UG design explicitly asks for acceptance or rejection of each possible offer. Interestingly, we

observe seven subjects who consistently reject offers s ≥ s0 for some s0 > 10. These decisions reveal that
these subjects have a high guilt parameter (actually, βi > 1) but we note that responders could almost
surely expect not to receive such an offer, so that these rejections are effectively cheap talk.
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5

Aggregate and Individual-Level Hypotheses Testing

We now move on to test several hypotheses derived from the F&S model. Formal derivations
of the hypotheses are presented in the Appendix. We will analyze the results for a game
in two steps. We will first assess the predictive power at the aggregate level (ignoring the
within-subject character of our data) and second at the individual level.
This is how we will conduct our tests formally. As an example, consider a fictitious
hypothesis “subject i will choose some action a if, and only if, αi ≤ α ”, where α is some
numerical threshold derived from the model. We will accept this hypothesis at the aggregate
level if we cannot reject that the share of subjects with αi ≤ α and the share of subjects
choosing a is the same. At the individual level, the hypothesis is supported if the proportion
of subjects with αi ≤ α who choose a is significantly larger than random behavior would
suggest or, alternatively, if this proportion is larger than the proportion of subjects with
αi > α who choose a. The hypotheses we derive from F&S are sometimes not unconditional
but depend on the beliefs players hold about the inequality aversion (and resulting behavior)
of the other players. In those cases, we will first test what should happen when subjects
have correct beliefs about the distribution of inequality-aversion parameters in the sample.
Second, where appropriate, we derive some auxiliary hypotheses at the individual level for
arbitrary random beliefs that are not correlated with players’ types.
As for the statistical tools for our tests, we will almost exclusively apply non-parametric
tests and correlation analysis. Non-parametric tests interpret the data in an ordinal fashion
which we consider appropriate here. We report two-tailed p values throughout. While we
usually require a significance level of 5%, we sometimes also indicate borderline results.

5.1

Offers in the Ultimatum Game

Hypothesis 1 (i) Subjects with βi > 0.5 should offer si = 10 in the Ultimatum Game. (ii)
Subjects with βi < 0.5 may, depending on their beliefs, offer either si = 10 or si < 10 in
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the Ultimatum Game.
At the aggregate level, we have 33 subjects with βi > 0.5 and 26 subjects with βi < 0.5
in the data.12 The comparison of this parameter distribution with the 29 subjects who offer
s = 10 is not inconsistent with Hypothesis 1 since subjects with βi < 0.5 should offer s < 10
for some beliefs. The deviation of actual from the predicted (minimum number of) s = 10
observations is (33 − 29)/33 = 12.1% which seems small enough to consider Hypothesis 1
reasonably accurate and, formally, we cannot reject that the share of subjects with βi > 0.5
is the same as the share of subjects offering s = 10 (p = 0.580, Fisher’s exact test). At the
aggregate level, we cannot reject Hypothesis 1.
At the individual level, the behavior of the subjects with βi > 0.5 is in the direction
of Hypothesis 1(i) but the effect is far from being statistically significant. Among these 33
subjects, 18 chose s = 10, that is only slightly more than half of this group. We cannot
reject that choices of s = 10 and s < 10 are equiprobable (p = 0.601, binomial test).
Robustness checks with various thresholds β ∈ [0.3, 0.7] reveal that the insignificance of
the result does not depend on the particular value of the β = 0.5 threshold. In all, we
find no support of Hypothesis 1 (i) at the individual level. As for part (ii) of Hypothesis 1,
among the 26 subjects with βi < 0.5, 11 chose s = 10. The individual behavior of these
subjects is consistent with Hypothesis 1(ii) if subjects hold heterogenous beliefs but it seems
remarkable that the share of subjects offering s = 10 here does not differ significantly from
the one observed for the βi > 0.5 subjects (p = 0.435, Fisher’s exact test). Figure 2
graphically displays the findings on Hypothesis 1 at the aggregate and individual level.
Assume now that subjects know the true distribution of the envy parameter α. In
that case, it turns out that all subjects should offer s = 10 in the UG, regardless of their
12

There are two subjects in the sample who offer s > 10. These subjects are not consistent with F&S

regardless of their β parameter. Therefore, we cannot interpret their UG offer within the inequality-aversion
model and so we discard them from the analysis. Note also that βi = 0.5 for no subject in our sample, so,
we only need to distinguish βi ≷ 0.5.
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βi . (Aside, note that this result implies that no β distribution can be derived from our
UG proposer data.) This hypothesis is clearly rejected from what was said above. It
could be that subjects’ beliefs are wrong—or this finding may suggest that the behavior
of proposers is driven by aspects other than inequality aversion, risk-seeking behavior, for
example (expected payoffs from offering s ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9} are slightly lower than 10 (between
9.0 and 9.6) and, of course, more volatile.)
Finally, it is possible to make a prediction for general uncertain proposer beliefs. UG
offers of subjects with βi < 0.5 should be positively correlated with βi as long as beliefs
(concerning the rejection probability) are not systematically negatively correlated with β.
The correlation coefficient is not significant (ρ = 0.187, p = 0.350, Spearman), however.
(We restricted the test to the subjects with βi < 0.5 because the other subjects should offer
s = 10 anyway, so no correlation should occur. If we include the subjects with a βi larger
than 0.5 in the correlation analysis, the result does not change. See Table 3 below.) We
conclude that the β data have explanatory power regarding the UG offers at the aggregate
level but not at the individual level.

5.2

Contributions to the Public Good

Hypothesis 2 (i) Subjects with βi < 0.3 should not contribute to the PG. (ii) Subjects
with βi > 0.3 may, depending on their beliefs, contribute any amount between zero and
their entire endowment.
At the aggregate level, there are 20 subjects with guilt parameter βi < 0.3 and 17 subjects who contribute zero. These aggregate-level results are consistent with Hypothesis 2(i)
if we assume that all 41 subjects with β > 0.3 believe the other player will contribute as
well (there are no subjects with β = 0.3). The formal test suggests that the proportion of
zero contributors is not significantly different from the one of βi < 0.3 subjects (p = 0.694,
Fisher’s exact test). Following Andreoni (1995), one could argue that merely positive but
small contributions in the PG result from confusion and do not indicate a true intention
17

to cooperate. Therefore, we alternatively consider subjects who contribute less than half
of the endowment as non-contributors. There are 25 subjects who do contribute less than
half of their endowment. Again, this is consistent with Hypothesis 2(i) at the aggregate
level (p = 0.453, Fisher’s exact test).
At the individual level, among the 20 subjects with βi < 0.3, 13 [10] choose a positive
contribution [at least half their endowment]. This is not consistent with Hypothesis 2(i).
We cannot reject that the proportions of zero versus positive contributors are equiprobable
for the βi < 0.3 observations (p = 0.226, binomial test), where the deviation from equiprobable choices is opposite to the prediction. The proportion of contributors of less than half
the endowment is exactly 10 out of 20 and therefore not significantly different from being
equiprobable (p = 1.00, binomial test). Among the subjects with β ≥ 0.3, 31 of 41 made
a positive contribution, and 26 contributed at least half the endowment. This outcome is
consistent with the inequality-aversion model. However, the difference from the subjects
with βi < 0.3 is not significant when considering either positive contributions (p = 0.544,
Fisher’s exact test) or contributions of at least half of the endowment (p = 0.408, Fisher’s
exact test). As robustness checks, we analyzed various levels of contributions to the PG
and various thresholds of β. None suggested a significant explanatory power of the β parameter at the individual level (for example, the share of subjects who contribute the entire
endowment in the PG is rather similar for the βi ≷ 0.3 subpopulations, with 3 out of 20
(βi < 0.3) and 8 out of 41 (βi > 0.3), respectively). Figure 3 summarizes these results.
We also check whether PG contributions are correlated with the envy and guilt parameters. Straightforward reasoning (see also F&S) suggests that contributions to the PG of
subjects with βi > 0.3 should be negatively correlated with the envy parameter αi and
positively correlated with guilt parameter βi . The correlation coefficients indicate that the
correlations have the right sign but neither the correlation between αi and contributions
(ρ = −0.177, p = 0.268, Spearman) nor that between βi and contributions (ρ = 0.104,
p = 0.520, Spearman) are significant for the βi > 0.3 subjects.13 The inconsistency at the
13

Looking at the extreme choices in the PG data, we even find that subjects with αi > 2 are more likely
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individual level persists when we also include the subjects with βi < 0.3, or when we include
only subjects with βi > βe for some higher βe ∈ [0.3, 0.6]. Further, since α and β influence
the optimal level of contributions simultaneously, we also ran a simple least squares regression with the level of contribution as dependent variable and both α and β as independent
variables. Again the impact of both inequality parameters is far from significant (p = 0.843
and p = 0.565 for α and β, respectively). The same holds for probit regressions for the
decision to contribute either more than zero, at least half or all of the endowment.
Finally, we consider the case where subjects know the true joint α-β distribution. If this
is the case, no subject should contribute to the PG (the proof, which works by iteratively
eliminating dominated strategies, is available upon request from the authors). From the
fact that 44 subjects contribute a positive amount, we conclude that the F&S model does
not provide an accurate joint representation of both subjects’ behavior and beliefs, but we
cannot distinguish whether it does not capture behavior or beliefs (or both).14

5.3

Second Move in the SPD

We start analyzing the SPD with second-mover behavior. Note that the next hypothesis
does not depend on beliefs.
to contribute the full endowment compared to the rest of the sample (p = 0.031, Fisher’s exact test).
14

We also test the alternative hypothesis that subjects know the true distribution of PG contributions

and play their F&S best response. We numerically derived each subject’s optimal contribution given their α
and β. At the aggregate level, results do not confirm the model’s prediction of 20 positive contributions since
we observe 44. This difference is highly significant (p < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test). The model does have
some limited predictive power at the individual level even though the Spearman correlation of predicted
and observed contributions is not significant at the five percent level (ρ = 0.22, p = 0.093, Spearman). The
result is driven by the fact that F&S only rarely predicts a positive contribution but, if it does, it is quite
often right. Subjects predicted to make a positive contribution typically have a high βi . Indeed, all but two
subjects predicted to make a positive contribution violate the αi ≥ βi assumption of F&S.
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Hypothesis 3 (i) Given first-mover cooperation, second movers in the SPD should defect
if, and only if, β < 0.3. (ii) Given first-mover defection, second movers in the SPD should
defect.
Regarding part (i) of the hypothesis, we have 20 subjects with guilt parameter βi < 0.3
in the data but we have 38 subjects who defect given first mover cooperation. Thus, at
the aggregate level, prediction and experimental data differ by (38 − 20)/20 = 90%. The
hypothesis that the proportion of βi < 0.3 players is identical to the proportion of defectors
is rejected (p = 0.002, Fisher’s exact test). As for part (ii), subjects should defect given
first-mover defection and indeed 57 out of 61 subjects did so. While this strongly supports
F&S, we note that F&S makes the same prediction here as the standard theory of rational
payoff maximization.
Interestingly, even though F&S fails to explain choices at the aggregate level in part (i),
the individual βi have predictive power regarding second mover decisions when first movers
cooperate. We find that 16 out of 20 subjects defect when β < 0.3 whereas “only” 22 out of
41 defect when β > 0.3. This difference in cooperation rates is marginally significant (p =
0.055, Fisher’s exact test). As above, we also look for basic correlations between decisions
here, and the one between the cooperation decision and β supports part (i) of the hypothesis
(rrb = 0.341, p = 0.007, rank biserial correlation). The discrepancy between individual-level
support and aggregate-level inconsistency cannot be reconciled by reciprocity. Since firstmover cooperation is a kind move, reciprocal second movers should then be kinder (more
cooperative) than predicted by their β. Our result suggests the opposite. Part (ii) of the
hypothesis is strongly supported also at the individual level as virtually all subjects decided
according to the F&S model. We conclude that F&S has predictive power at the individual
level but not at the aggregate level for second movers in the SPD, and we summarize this
finding in Figure 4.
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5.4

First Move in the SPD

In the SPD, first-mover behavior depends on the beliefs of the subjects about whether or
not second movers will reciprocate cooperation. If subject i believes with probability one
that the second mover will reciprocate cooperation, i should cooperate regardless of the
inequality-aversion parameters. Similarly, if i believes that the second mover will exploit
cooperation, i should defect as well. Hence, if subjects hold degenerate beliefs, the envy
and guilt parameters do not imply a hypothesis on first-mover behavior. We therefore start
by assuming correct beliefs here.
Hypothesis 4 If subjects know the true distribution of the guilt parameter β, first movers
in the SPD should cooperate if, and only if, αi < 0.52.
In the data, we have 30 subjects with envy parameter αi < 0.52, and we have 21 subjects
who cooperate as first movers. The share of αi < 0.52 subjects and first-mover cooperators
does not differ significantly (p = 0.142, Fisher’s exact test). However, at the individual level
we find that the share of cooperators is virtually identical for the αi ≷ 0.52 subsamples.
Among the 30 subjects with αi < 0.52, 10 cooperate as first movers, and, for the subjects
with αi > 0.52, 11 of out of 31 cooperate. These data do not suggest a significant effect at
the individual level (p = 1.00, Fisher’s exact test). See also Figure 5.15
A simple test for correlations does not suggest any predictive power of the model at
the individual level either. If we assume alternatively that first movers’ beliefs are random, then first-mover cooperation decisions and αi should be negatively correlated. The
correlation of individual i’s first-mover “cooperate” decision and αi is, however, practically
15

Alternatively, we could assume that subjects know the true distribution of second mover choices instead

of the true distribution of the guilt parameter. In that case, at most first movers with α < 0 should cooperate
(see the proof of Hypothesis 4 and note that we have 23 subjects who cooperate as second mover; this implies
that first movers cooperate if, and only if, αi < −0.06.) As noted above, we have nine subjects with α ≤ 0.
This differs significantly from the 21 subjects who cooperate as first movers (p = 0.020, Fisher’s exact test).
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zero (rrb = −0.032, p = 0.806, rank biserial correlation). It appears that aversion against
disadvantageous inequality does not have explanatory power regarding first-mover behavior
at the individual level even though it predicts the aggregate level reasonably well.

6

Further Evidence

In this section, we first provide additional aggregate-level evidence from maximum-likelihood
estimations of the inequality-aversion parameters. Second, we report and interpret the correlations across all individual-level decisions in our experiment.

6.1

Maximum-Likelihood Estimates of the Parameters

Here we present an alternative approach to assess whether F&S captures the aggregate-level
behavior across the games in our experiment by estimating the F&S parameters that best fit
the data. We check whether these are in line with the model assumptions and whether they
suggest a better fit than simple selfishness. We follow Goeree and Holt (2000) in applying
the logit equilibrium model (see McKelvey and Palfrey, 1998). According to this model,
individual i who faces m options chooses alternative k with probability pik =

i

eUk /µ
Pm Uji /µ ,
j=1 e

where Uki is the expected payoff for i from choosing k. µ is the error parameter which
captures decision error, but in our setting, where we estimate one utility function across
all subjects, also the heterogeneity of preferences across subjects. In the logit equilibrium,
players’ beliefs correspond to the choice probabilities pik .
Our subjects make 21 decisions both in the MDG and as second mover in the UG, but
only one decision in the other roles. In order not to give a disproportionally high weight
to the MDG and the second move of the UG, we only include the two choices around the
switch point for each subject in our estimation. By ignoring other choices, we do not lose
any information, because all choices of consistent subjects are completely determined by the
two choices around the switch point (and other choices give only less precise information
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on the model parameters). Similarly, we only include the nearest not chosen alternatives
for the PG and for UG offers, again ignoring only less precise information.
Maximum-likelihood estimates for the model parameters yield
α = 0.91 (0.26), β = 0.38 (0.12), µ = 13.16 (3.65)
(standard errors in parentheses) which are all significantly larger than zero at p < 0.001.
That both the estimated envy and guilt parameters are significantly larger than zero means
that the F&S model fits our data significantly better than a model of purely selfish behavior
(which corresponds to α = β = 0) would. Moreover, the estimated β is smaller than the
estimated α, in line with the F&S assumptions. Both estimated parameters are remarkably
close to and statistically not distinguishable from the averages of the parameter distributions
chosen by F&S (ᾱ = 0.85 and β̄ = 0.315). The significant positive error parameter indicates
that not all our subjects share the same model parameters and make consistent choices,
but by itself, it is not enough to show that individual-level behavior is inconsistent with
the model.
How do our estimates compare to those of Goeree and Holt (2000)? They analyze seven
two-stage bargaining games with alternating offers. The envy parameter they find is α =
0.86 (0.16) which is very similar to our estimate. As for the guilt parameter, they estimate
two βs, one for proposers (βP = 0.66 (0.08)) and one for responders (βR = 0.12 (0.02)). Our
estimate corresponds closely to the average of these two values. Finally, Goeree and Holt
(2000) obtain µ = 0.55 (0.06). This significantly smaller estimate is presumably due to the
lower complexity of their overall setup. Their games are rather similar (seven bargaining
games with the same structure) whereas we have seven rather different decisions in four
different games, possibly leading to a more demanding dessign.

6.2

Correlations across Games

We finally report correlations across all decisions of the experiment. One motive for this
analysis is to exclude the possibility that individual behavior shows no systematic patterns
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at all across games. If individual behavior turned out to be random, the inequality-aversion
model could hardly be blamed for failing to predict individual decisions well.
Our data does exhibit some clear patterns. Table 3 presents the correlation coefficients
across the decisions made in the experiment, excluding the second move in the SPD given
first-mover defection because virtually all subjects defect in this case and, hence, this decision cannot reveal any insightful correlations. We observe five significant correlations (plus
one more if we consider PG distributions as a dichotomous variable, see below) which allows
us to conclude that behavior is not random or irrationally varied across decisions.

UG resp.
MDG
UG offer
PG
SPD 1st
SPD 2nd

UG resp.
—

MDG
-0.03
—

UG offer PG
0.40∗∗
0.07
0.13
0.13
—
0.19
—

SPD 1st
-0.03
0.04
0.13
0.24∗
—

SPD 2nd
0.19
0.34∗∗
0.49∗∗
0.41∗∗
0.43∗∗
—

Table 3. Correlations between decisions (Spearman’s ρ for two ordinally scaled variables;
rank biserial correlation for one ordinally scaled variable and one dichotomous nominally
scaled variable; phi coefficient for two dichotomous nominally scaled variables), ∗∗ (∗ )
indicates significance at the 1% (10%) level.

Four of the six significant correlations concern the second move in the SPD (given firstmover cooperation). The positive correlation of the SPD second mover-decisions with UG
offers, MDG choices and PG contributions are consistent with inequality aversion as these
decisions are associated with a high F&S guilt parameter. The positive correlations of firstand second-mover decisions in the SPD is difficult to reconcile with the inequality-aversion
model. If anything, the model would suggest a negative correlation of the two moves. This
correlation is, however, consistent with a consensus effect which implies that cooperating
second movers expect higher cooperation rates. In the social psychology literature the socalled “false consensus effect” is well-established (see Mullen et al., 1985). Since the label
“false” is misleading because such beliefs are in principle consistent with Bayesian updating
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(see Dawes, 1989) “consensus effect” is a more appropriate term (see also Engelmann and
Strobel, 2000, for evidence from incentivized experiments).16
Another correlation we find is between UG offers and UG responder decisions. This
correlation was also found in Andreoni et al.’s (2003) “standard” treatment. It does not
contradict F&S and it does not confirm any prediction of the model either. If subjects’
beliefs are affected by a consensus effect, this correlation must realize. Here, a consensus
effect implies that a proposer with a high minimum acceptable offer will expect others
to behave similarly and therefore increase his UG offer. We conclude that, in addition to
differences in risk attitudes, differences in expectations about the behavior of the responders
can explain the variation in UG offers.17
The correlation of PG contributions and SPD first-mover decisions (rrb = 0.244, p =
0.058, rank biserial correlation) is stronger when we treat the contributions in the PG as
a dichotomous decision to contribute zero or a positive amount (φ = 0.296, p = 0.020),
whereas the correlations of PG and other choices do not change qualitatively. In F&S, both
the first move in the SPD and PG contributions are associated with a low envy parameter.
Therefore this correlation confirms F&S—although we note that neither decision is correlated with the UG responder decisions which F&S use to determine the envy parameter.
As for consistency of choices across games, it is also instructive to look at single individuals. About one third of our subjects (20 of 61) behave consistently in a specific sense
that is, however, not captured by inequality aversion. There are nine [eleven] subjects who
(i) offer [do not offer] the equal split in the UG, (ii) cooperate [do not cooperate] as first
mover in the SPD, (iii) cooperate [do not cooperate] as second mover in the SPD, and (iv)
16

Blanco et al. (2009) study the SPD with subjects playing both roles and belief elicitation and find that

the correlation between first- and second-mover behavior can indeed be primarily attributed to a consensus
effect.
17

Aside, we note that the correlation of UG offers and UG responder behavior suggests that, if it was

feasible to derive the guilt parameter from UG offers, then the envy and guilt parameters would be positively
correlated as F&S assume.
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contribute [do not contribute] at least half of their endowment in the PG. The “cooperators” have a lower MDG switching point (higher β). The “defectors” have a significantly
lower acceptance threshold in the UG (α) (rrb = 0.344, p = 0.007, rank biserial correlation)
compared to the rest of the sample, while that of the “cooperators” is (insignificantly)
higher than for the rest of the sample. The main inconsistency with F&S comes from the
fact those who cooperate as first mover in the SPD should have a lower envy parameter
α. We think it conceivable that these subjects perceive some behavioral norm to which
they either conform or which they violate. The behavioral norm underlying this behavior
could be to play tit-for-tat, thus to be generally cooperative but to also demand this from
others.18

7

Discussion

In this section, we discuss possible explanations for our findings. We found that F&S is
by and large consistent with the data from UG proposals, PG contributions and the first
move in the SPD at the aggregate level but we found little support for the model at the
individual level. For second-mover behavior (given first-mover cooperation) in the SPD,
the model had predictive power at the individual level but not at the aggregate level. How
can we account for these results?
Our general view of these results is that the success of the inequality-aversion model
at an aggregate level may be based on its ability to qualitatively capture different relevant
behavioral motives in different games, but that the low predictive power of the model
18

This type of behavior can be captured by the complete Charness and Rabin (2002) model (which in-

cludes reciprocity in the form of “concern withdrawal” for players who have “misbehaved”). “Cooperators”
can be rationalized by a combination of maximin and efficiency concerns, while the concern withdrawal
for non-cooperative first movers in UG and SPD leads to efficiency reducing punishment. The cooperative
types can also be captured as players with strong altruism in the model of Levine (1998) because they make
an altruistic choice unless they have a signal that the other player has a low degree of altruism.
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at an individual level is driven by the low correlation of these motives within subjects.
Apparently, while subjects might follow some notion of fairness across various games, this
is not systematically captured by the inequality-aversion parameters at the individual level.
At this point, it is important to note that F&S do not only regard distributional concerns per se as important driving behavioral forces, but also intentions or reciprocity. The
envy and guilt parameters “can be interpreted as a direct concern for equality as well as
a reduced-form concern for intentions” (F&S, p. 853). The reason why inequality aversion
may well capture reciprocity is that, in most experiments, both motives coincide. Closely related to the emphasis on reciprocity, Fehr and Schmidt (2006) suggest that other-regarding
preferences should be derived from a “strategic situation”. They define a strategic situation
as one where the recipient of a gift can affect the material payoff of the sender of the gift.
Obviously, reciprocity can only play a role in a strategic situation.
Indeed, the distinction between strategic and non-strategic situations helps considerably
in understanding our results. Our envy parameter is derived from a strategic situation
whereas the guilt parameter β is not. We found that the β derived from the MDG is
correlated neither with PG contributions nor UG offers but that the second move in the
SPD (given first-mover cooperation) is positively correlated with these decisions. Whereas
the MDG measures literal inequality aversion, it cannot capture reciprocity. By contrast,
the second move in the SPD is certainly a strategic situation and also one where reciprocity
matters. Hence, it appears that PG contributions and UG offers are not so much driven by
pure concerns for payoff equality, but by reciprocity and expectations of reciprocity, and—if
we see their model as a shortcut for reciprocity—this is consistent with F&S.
However, the interpretation of the F&S model as a reduced form for reciprocity does
not explain all our findings. The envy parameter does not have predictive power in the
PG and in the first move of the SPD even though it is derived from a strategic situation
where reciprocity plays a role. Also, both the first and the second moves in the SPD are
presumably driven by reciprocity and expectations of reciprocity, and the two decisions are
positively correlated but, as noted above, inequality aversion cannot really explain this well.
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Further, if we regard F&S mainly as a model of reciprocity, this raises the question of when
“pure” distributional motives will still play a role. For example, behavior in the second
move in the SPD is predicted well by the MDG behavior. While this is consistent with
F&S, the systematic distinction between strategic and non-strategic situations is blurred
here. To fully account for our data, one would need to allow for subjects having both a
“distribution” (or non-strategic) β and a “reciprocity” (or strategic) β.
Camerer (2003, p. 56) proposes a notion of responsibility that is similar to the distinction between strategic and non-strategic situations suggested by Fehr and Schmidt (2006):
“I suspect that Proposers behave strategically in ultimatum games because they expect
Responders to stick up for themselves, whereas they behave more fairly-mindedly in dictator games because Recipients cannot stick up for themselves”. Camerer goes on to define
the last-moving player who affects some player i’s payoff as the one “responsible” for i.
If that responsible player is not player i then this player must take some care to treat i
fairly. Otherwise, the player can treat i neutrally and expect i to be responsible for himself.
According to this definition, both our UG responder α and our MDG β are derived from
decisions where the decision maker is responsible. The notion of responsibility can explain
the fact that PG contributions and UG offers are not correlated with our MDG β and that
neither the PG contributions nor the first move of the SPD are correlated with our UG
responder α. Finally, players are responsible both in the second move in the SPD and in the
MDG, and this is consistent with the positive correlation between the two choices. Here, the
question arises why the second move in the SPD is also correlated with PG contributions
and UG offers where the player is not responsible.
The notions of responsibility and strategic situations illustrate that different games
might trigger different behavior. At an aggregate level, a model based on just one motive
might still be relevant—in particular if, as it seems to be the case with inequality aversion,
it can account for various behavioral forces in an “as if” manner. At the individual level,
in spite of the multiplicity of motives, we can still confirm a model if the same motives are
relevant (for example, the second move of the SPD is consistent with PG contributions,
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UG offers and β) but contradictions can easily arise (the UG responder α parameter does
not predict PG contributions and the first move of the SPD). We would hence expect a
model calibrated on decisions in one type of game to yield reliable predictions only within
the class of games where the same motives dominate. Since this is difficult to know ex-ante,
deriving predictions for new games appears to be problematic.19
Our findings suggest that, in addition to the heterogeneity of subjects along one dimension (say, inequality aversion), the multiplicity of behavioral motives gives rise to a
multi-dimensional heterogeneity that is difficult to account for in a simple model. For example, surely not all subjects ignore distributional motives when making a strategic choice.
However, it is also clear that for some subjects inequality aversion is dominated by other
concerns when making a strategic choice. As a result, for UG proposals, differences in
expectations and risk attitudes appear to dominate differences in concerns for equality.
Throughout our analysis, we have assumed that preferences are stable. However, the
social psychology literature (Ross and Nisbett, 1991) suggests that this may not be warranted. Generally, there seems to be low predictability of how an individual will behave in
a given situation from past behavior, and the specifics of the situation are important for
individual decisions. While a lack of stability of subjects’ preferences may no doubt play
a role in our results, the distinction between unstable preferences and multiple behavioral
forces (our chief explanation for the lack of individual-level consistency) may be a matter of
taste. One could, for example, argue that altruism is not stable if subjects behave altruistically in one game but not in another, but a different explanation is that there is not such
a simple motivation as altruism and, instead, that there are several very specific motives.
If so, this could suggest that there will be more stable behavior within groups of similar
games. Andreoni and Miller’s (2002) dictator games point in this direction.
19

For example, it is (at least ex ante) not clear why a β parameter elicited from SPD second mover

behavior seems to work better for our games than a β derived from UG offers. See also Bardsley (2008) who
finds that dictator games with and without taking opportunities are perceived as fundamentally different
decision problems.
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We have applied the linear inequality model, as proposed in F&S. While a generalized
non-linear version may improve the predictive power of F&S in some instances, our main
conclusions about the individual-level consistency would not be affected. Our results are
based on the absence of a correlation between the elicited inequality-aversion parameters
and the behavior in the other decision nodes. Because we use non-parametric measures,
our measures of inequality aversion would be (perfectly) correlated even in a generalized
non-linear version of the model, and inequality aversion would have the same implications.20
Finally, we address the performance of competing models of other-regarding preferences
in explaining our data. The model closest to F&S is Bolton and Ockenfels (2000). In this
model, the utility function depends on the player’s own payoff x and his share σ of the total
payoff. If we apply the restriction that all players’ utility functions have the same shape
(while we allow for different curvatures of the utility function for σ < 1/2 and σ > 1/2),
then individuals differ only in their marginal rate of substitution between x and σ, where
the relative MRS may differ for σ < 1/2 and σ > 1/2. In this case, the MRS can be inferred
from the switch points in the MDG and the UG (responder). Now, similar to the analysis
above for F&S, the degree to which players care about inequality—which is represented
20

On a related matter, if subjects exhibit concerns for efficiency or surplus maximization (Charness

and Rabin, 2002; Engelmann and Strobel, 2004), this may have biased our elicited parameters and also
influenced other choices. However, adding such an efficiency-concern parameter does not add anything to the
model. Concerns for efficiency can be incorporated by rescaling the F&S parameters: a player maximizing a
utility function based on inequality aversion and total surplus maximization Ui = xi − αi max{xj − xi , 0} −
βi max{xi − xj , 0} + γi (xi + xj ) can already be described by maximizing a two-parameter utility function
ei = xi − α
U
ei max{xj − xi , 0} − βei max{xi − xj , 0} with α
e = (αi − γi )/(1 + 2γi ) and βe = (βi + γi )/(1 + 2γi ).
The only aspect we would gain from explicitly allowing for efficiency concerns is that this would allow for
the possibility that a player gains utility from an increase of the other player’s payoff even if that player
already has a higher payoff. But that can simply be captured by allowing for α < 0. The issue becomes
more complicated for larger numbers of players, because of the normalization of the parameters in F&S,
but since we are only concerned with two-player games, this is not a concern here.
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by their MRS—determines the likelihood with which they make cooperative choices in the
other games. Therefore, the Bolton and Ockenfels model has the same implications as F&S
in our setup.
Charness and Rabin (2002) propose a basic model that does not include reciprocity.
This basic model is essentially identical to F&S in the two-player case except that it allows
for α < 0. Hence our experiment also provides a test of individual-level consistency with
that model and rejects it. Note that we observed only 9 subjects with α ≤ 0. Charness
and Rabin also introduce an extended model to capture negative reciprocity such as in the
ultimatum game. Therefore, calibrating the basic model based on the ultimatum game
would violate the intuition of their extended model and thus not constitute a relevant test.

8

Conclusions

In this paper we assess the predictive power of one of the central models of the otherregarding preferences literature—Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) model of inequality aversion—
using a within-subjects design. Our design allows us to make individual-level comparisons
across the decisions in the experiments, and we can also contrast the findings at the individual level to the aggregate-level results. The data show that results from a within-subjects
analysis can differ markedly from results obtained from an aggregate-level analysis. We
found support for the Fehr and Schmidt (1999) model at the aggregate level but not at
the individual level (for ultimatum-game offers, contributions to the public good, first
moves in the sequential-move prisoners’ dilemma). Regarding second-mover behavior in
the sequential-move prisoners’ dilemma, the model had predictive power at the individual
level but not at the aggregate level. In addition to our analysis based on the point estimates
of the inequality-aversion parameters, we checked more broadly for correlations across the
decisions of the experiment. It turns out that the Fehr and Schmidt (1999) model predicts several of these correlations correctly, particularly some of the decisions associated
with reciprocity, but other predicted correlations do not materialize. Therefore, we con31

clude that the model does not perform well at the individual level and that the aggregate
support of the theory, if remarkable, should not be equated to individual-level validity.
We believe that the success of the inequality-aversion model at the aggregate level could
be based on an ability to qualitatively capture different important motives in different games
but that the low predictive power of the model at an individual level is driven by the low
correlation of these motives within subjects. Thus it appears to be both the strength and
the weakness of the inequality-aversion model that it can capture different motives in one
functional form. On the one hand, this permits several apparently disparate results to be
rationalized in one simple model. On the other hand, an individual’s behavior is not well
captured by the same model as different motives drive behavior in different situations and
this is not reflected by the model. Therefore, our results suggest that the inequality-aversion
model of Fehr and Schmidt (1999) can serve as an elegant “as if” model in several situations
one at a time, but it does not appear to accurately and consistently reflect the preferences
of individuals.
There are examples in the literature where a theory predicts the aggregate level well
but fails at the individual level. Well-known studies include market-entry games where
the standard Nash equilibrium works surprisingly well at the aggregate level but where no
support is found at the individual level (e.g., Rapoport and Erev, 1998). Kahneman (1988)
writes that the market-entry games work “like magic”. Another example are posted-offer
markets with a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium. The distribution of prices is approximated
reasonably well by the prediction in such markets, even though individual pricing patterns
are clearly inconsistent with the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium (Davis and Wilson, 2008).
Generally, the aggregate support of a model in experiments constitutes a remarkable
success of economic theory. How important failure at the individual level is may depend
on the interest of the researcher. Some researchers may find the individual-level failure
of a theory intriguing and as a motive to search for further explanations of individual
behavioral patters, others may be perfectly content if a theory rationalizes the data at
the aggregate level. Following Friedman (1953), the failure of a model at the individual
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level could be discarded as analytically irrelevant as long as aggregate results are broadly
correct. However, whereas Friedman (1953) and most standard economics emphatically
deny the descriptive accuracy of its behavioral assumptions, the other-regarding preferences
models are explicitly descriptive behavioral models (e.g., Fehr and Schmidt, 2006). Whether
these models are “as if” approximations or indeed realistic descriptive models of individual
behavior seems perhaps more important here.
Finally, we would like to concede that the within-subjects test we have applied to the
Fehr and Schmidt (1999) model is possibly a very demanding one. Little is known about
how subjects play across different games as individual-level comparisons have only rarely
been conducted.21 The main reasons for focussing on the Fehr and Schmidt model here
were practical ones and the success it has achieved in the past. If we conclude that this
model performs poorly at the individual level, then this finding is subject to the disclaimer
that, as our discussion above has shown, other models either do not perform better or they
find fewer inconsistencies because they make fewer predictions as our experiments were not
designed to test for their individual-level consistency. We believe that more research is
needed with respect to both tests of other models and tests across other games.

21

Isaac and Duncan (2000) elicit risk prefences for the same subjects in two different institutions (an

auction and a BDM mechanism) but do not find stability of preferences across the two institutions. See
also Friedman and Sunder (2004). However, Andersen et al. (2008) report stable risk preferences when
subjects had to repeat the same risk-aversion task at two points in time. Hichri and Kirman (2007) analyze
the explanatory power of a learning model (EWA) in a public-good game and find that the model has poor
explanatory power at the individual level. Garrod (2009) compares an ultimatum game, a dictator game,
an impunity game and a guarantor game within subjects. He finds that neither inequality aversion nor
self-interest describes behavior well for a majority of subjects.
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Appendix
Proofs
Here, we formally derive the hypotheses of the results section. Some proofs can also be
found in F&S.
Hypothesis 1 (i) Subjects with βi > 0.5 should offer si = 10 in the Ultimatum Game. (ii)
Subjects with βi < 0.5 may, depending on their beliefs, offer either si = 10 or si < 10 in
the Ultimatum Game.
Proof. An offer of s = 10 will surely be accepted by all responders and thus gives the
proposer a utility of Ui (10, 10) = 10. Offering s < 10 either gives zero utility to the proposer
if the offer is rejected or Ui (20 − s, s) = 20 − s − βi (20 − 2s) if it is accepted. When βi > 0.5,
we have 20 − s − βi (20 − 2s) < 10, hence, these subjects will choose s = 10. When βi < 0.5,
by contrast, 20 − s − βi (20 − 2s) > 10 and the proposer gains from offering s < 10 if the
offer is accepted. Whether or not a subject with βi < 0.5 will actually offer s < 10 depends
on the beliefs whether such an offer will be accepted.
In the next hypothesis, let yi denote the contribution of subject i in the PG.
Hypothesis 2 (i) Subjects with βi < 0.3 should choose yi = 0 in the PG. (ii) Subjects with
βi > 0.3 may, depending on their beliefs, contribute any yi ∈ [0, 10] in the PG.
Proof. Suppose player i believes that player j will contribute y ∈ [0, 10] so that the
payoff for player i is 10 − yi + 0.7(yi + y) = 10 + 0.7y − 0.3yi and the payoff of player j
is 10 + 0.7yi − 0.3y. If player i also contributes y, he gets a utility of 10 + 0.4y. If player
i contributes yi < y, this yields a utility of 10 + 0.3(y − yi ) + 0.4y − βi (y − yi ) which is
larger than 10 + 0.4y if, and only if, βi < 0.3. If player i contributes yi > y, this yields a
utility of 10 − 0.3(yi − y) + 0.4y − αi (yi − y) < 10 + 0.4y for every subject since αi ≥ 0.
Hence, player i will never contribute more than y, will, depending on his beliefs, contribute
y ∈ [0, 10] if βi > 0.3, and will contribute yi = 0 if βi < 0.3. Note, finally, as players with
βi < 0.3 should choose yi = 0 for any degenerate belief, they should also choose yi = 0 for
any non-degenerate belief on yj .
Hypothesis 3 (i) Given first-mover cooperation, second movers in the SPD should defect
if, and only if, β < 0.3. (ii) Given first-mover defection, second movers in the SPD should
defect.
Proof. (i) If the first mover cooperates, player i prefers to defect if, and only if,
Ui (14, 14) < Ui (17, 7), that is, if, and only if, 14 < 17 − βi (17 − 7) ⇔ βi < 0.3. (ii) If the
first mover defects, player i is better off defecting regardless of the inequality parameters
since Ui (10, 10) = 10 > Ui (7, 17) = 7 − 10αi as αi ≥ 0.
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Hypothesis 4 If subjects know the true distribution of the guilt parameter β, first movers
in the SPD should cooperate if, and only if, αi < 0.52.

Proof. If the first mover defects, the second mover will also defect (regardless of αj and
βj ) and both players get Ui (10, 10) = 10. Let the first mover’s belief for the second mover to
cooperate be p. Then the expected payoff from cooperating is pUi (14, 14) + (1 − p)Ui (7, 17),
and cooperating yields an expected payoff higher than defecting if, and only if,
αi < α
e=

7p − 3
.
10(1 − p)

From the analysis of the second movers above, we know that second movers reciprocate
cooperation if, and only if, βi > 0.3. In the data, we have 41 subjects with βi > 0.3. Hence,
p = 41/61 = 0.672. Using this value of p, we obtain α
e = 0.52.

Characterization of the MDG
The purpose of the MDG is to obtain a (near) point estimate of the β parameter for rational
F&S-type of players with βi ∈ [0, 1). In this appendix, we show that the MDG design we
use is the simplest design to obtain such an estimate in an environment uncontaminated
by intentions and beliefs.
Such an estimate of the β parameter can be found if, and only if, we can elicit the point
where player i is indifferent between two outcomes (xi , xj ) and (x0i , x0j ) such that
xi − βi (xi − xj ) = x0i − βi (x0i − x0j ).

(4)

For this equality to have a unique solution in βi , we need to impose three conditions here.
First, we need xi ≥ xj and x0i ≥ x0j with at least one inequality being strict—otherwise the
β parameter would not apply at all. Second, we do not get any information from the trivial
solution where (xi , xj ) = (x0i , x0j ). Third, we need sign(xi − x0i ) = sign(xi − xj − (x0i − x0j ))
because otherwise one outcome is strictly preferred to the other for any βi . Without loss of
generality, we can set xi = xj and obtain
xi = x0i − βi (x0i − x0j )
or
βi =

x0i − xi
x0i − x0j

(5)

(6)

We want to get a (near) point estimate through binary choices. So we need to let
subjects make choices between various outcomes (corresponding to one side of (5)) and a
constant outcome (corresponding to the other side of (5)). The choices must be designed
such that any player with βi ∈ [0, 1) will prefer xi over x0i − βi (x0i − x0j ) for at least one
but not for all binary choices of the game. In that case, we know that player i has some
βi ∈ [β, β] with 0 ≤ β ≤ βi ≤ β < 1.
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For our MDG, we decided to keep the right-hand side of (5) constant (with x0i = 20
and x0j = 0) and vary the left-hand side (with xi ∈ {0, 1, 2...20}). Now, all players with
βi ∈ [0, 1) prefer (20,0) over (0,0) and they also (weakly) prefer (20,20) over (20,0). It
follows that our MDG is suitable to elicit the βi parameter. In particular, it also allows
us to detect whether there are any subjects with βi ≥ 1, namely if they choose (0,0) over
(20,0).
Consider the alternative to keep the left-hand side constant and vary the right-hand side.
We obviously need only consider x0i ≥ xi and x0j ≤ xi . Let us first keep x0i > xi fixed. By
varying x0j between 0 and xi , we can detect any β between (x0i − xi ) /x0i and 1. If, however,
a subject prefers (x0i , 0) over (xi , xi ) we can only conclude that βi ≤ (x0i − xi ) /x0i , where
(x0i − xi ) /x0i > 0 by assumption. (Even if we allow the rather unrealistic case of x0j < 0,
this problem does not disappear since x0j will obviously have to be finite. Furthermore, if
we choose xi > xj , the denominator of βi will be x0j − (xi − xj ), and hence the minimal
βi that could be detected would increase.) In order to detect whether there are subjects
with βi = 0, we need to add another choice where x0i = xi and x0j < xi , because all subjects
with βi > 0 will prefer (xi , xi ) over (xi , x0j ). Hence in order to investigate the whole interval
[0, 1], we need to vary both x0i and x0j across choices, which is arguably more complicated
for subjects than our design.
Alternatively, let us keep x0j < xi fixed. By varying x0i between xi and xi + k, we can
identify all βi between 0 and k/(k + xi − x0j ). If a subject prefers (xi , xi ) over (xi + k, x0j ),
we can only conclude that βi ≥ k/(k + xi − x0j ), where k/(k + xi − x0j ) < 1. (If we choose
xi > xj , the denominator of βi will be k + (xi − x0j ) − (xi − xj ). While this increases the
maximal β that could be identified, it will still be smaller than 1 since (xi − x0j ) > (xi − xj ),
because in order to detect any βi smaller than 1, the fixed x0j has to be smaller than xj .)
Since k obviously has to be kept finite, in order to detect whether there are subjects with
βi ≥ 1, we have to add another choice where x0i > xi and x0j = xi because all subjects
with βi < 1 will prefer (x0i , xi ) over (xi , xi ). Hence again we would have to vary both x0i
and x0j across choices in order to study the whole range of permissible β. Consequently, our
design (except setting xi = xj , which is no restriction) is structurally the simplest design
to provide a (near) point estimate for the whole range of relevant β.
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Figure 1: The joint α-β distribution. Each dot in the figure represents an
individual’s α and β parameter. Observations to the left of the α=β line have
α<β. Observations with the highest level of α cannot be pinned down more
narrowly than α ≥ 4.5.
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Figure 2: Aggregate versus individual-level analysis of UG offers. The left and
the middle column show the proportions of s=10 (equal split) offers in the UG
and the share of β>0.5 subjects, respectively, at the aggregate level. These
proportions are roughly equal which is consistent with F&S at the aggregate
level. The right column shows UG offers conditional on the individual β
parameters. Subjects with β>0.5 should offer s=10 but only slightly more than
half of them (55%) do. The F&S theory is therefore rejected at the individual
level.
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Figure 3: Aggregate versus individual-level analysis of PG contributions
(denoted by y). The left column shows the proportion of zero contributions and
the middle column the share of β<0.3 subjects. The proportions are rather
equal which is consistent with the F&S theory at the aggregate level. The right
column shows PG contributions conditional on the individual β parameters.
Subjects with β<0.3 should not contribute but almost two thirds of them do.
The theory is therefore rejected at the individual level.
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Figure 4: Aggregate versus individual-level analysis of the second move in the
SPD. The left and the middle column show the proportions of cooperate
choices in the SPD and the share of β>0.3 subjects, respectively. The F&S
theory predicts that subjects should cooperate if and only if β>0.3. As these
proportions differ at the aggregate level, the theory is rejected. Looking at
cooperation decisions conditional on β (right column), a larger share of the
subjects defects when β<0.3, providing support of the F&S theory at the
individual level.
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Figure 5: Aggregate versus individual-level analysis of the first move in the
SPD. The left and the middle column show the proportions of cooperate
choices in the SPD and the share of α < 0.52 subjects, respectively. The F&S
theory predicts that subjects should cooperate if and only if α < 0.52, provided
subjects know the distribution of the β parameter. The differences between
these proportions do not differ significantly at the aggregate level which
supports the theory. Looking at cooperation decisions conditional on α (right
column), the proportions of cooperators and defectors are virtually identical
regardless of the α parameter, rejecting the F&S theory at the individual level.

Instructions (not intended for publication)
You are now taking part in an experiment. If you read the following instructions
carefully, you can, depending on your and other participants’ decisions, earn a
considerable amount of money. It is therefore important that you take your time to
understand the instructions. Please do not communicate with the other participants
during the experiment. Should you have any questions, please ask us.

The experiment consists of four different sections. In each section you will be called
to make one or more decisions. You will have to make your decisions without
knowing other participants’ decisions in the previous sections. Note further that the
other participants will not know your decisions either.

Note that only one of the sections will be taken into account in determining your final
payoff. This will be randomly determined by the computer program at the end of the
experiment. Each section has the same probability of being selected. You should take
your time to make your decision. All the information you provide will be treated
anonymously.

Your earnings will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. Earnings will
be confidential.

Section 1
In this section the situation is as follows:
Person A is asked to choose between two possible distributions of
money between her and Person B in twenty-one different decision
problems. Person B knows that A has been called to make those
decisions, and there is nothing he can do but accept them.

The roles of Person A and Person B will be randomly determined
at the end and will remain anonymous.

Before making your decisions please read carefully the following paragraphs.

The decision problems will be presented in a chart. Each decision problem will look
like the following:

Person A's Payoff
20

Person B's Payoff
0

Decision
Left Right

Person A's Payoff
5

Person B's Payoff
5

You will have to decide as Person A; hence if in this particular decision problem you
choose left, you decide to keep the £20 for you so Person B’s payoff will be £0.
Similarly, if you choose Right, you and the Person B will earn £5 each.
You will need to choose one distribution (Left or Right) in each of the twenty-one
rows you will have in the screen.
If this is chosen as the payoff relevant section, the computer will randomly choose one
of the twenty-one decisions. The outcome in the chosen decision will then determine
your earnings.
The computer will randomly pair you with another participant in the room and will
assign the roles. The matching and roles assignment will remain anonymous.
Please note that you will make all decisions as Person A but the computer might
assign you Person B’s role.
If you are assigned the role of A, you will earn the amount that you have chosen for
Person A in the relevant situation and the person paired with you will earn the amount
that you have chosen for Person B.
In the case that you are assigned the role of Person B, you will earn the amount that
Person A whom you are paired with has chosen for Person B in the relevant situation.
Section 2
In this section the situation is as follows:
Person A and Person B are each called to make a decision that
affects their payoffs. The roles of Person A and Person B will be
randomly determined by the computer and will remain anonymous.

Each person has two options. Person A can choose either LEFT or
RIGHT as seen in Figure 1. Once A’s decision is known, Person B

has to choose between LEFT and RIGHT. Together the choices of
A and B determine each person’s payoff as shown in Figure 1. If
both choose LEFT, they get £14 each. In the case that both choose
RIGHT, they get £10 each. If person A chooses RIGHT and B
chooses LEFT, the payoff is £17 and £7 in that order. If person A
chooses LEFT and B chooses RIGHT, the payoff is £7 and £17
respectively.
Before making your decisions please read carefully the following paragraph and take
your time to look at Figure 1.
You will have to make decisions as if you were Person A and also as if you were
Person B. In the latter case, for each of A’s possible decisions (Left or Right) you will
also have to choose between Left and Right.
In the case that this section is selected to determine your earnings, the computer will
randomly pair you with another participant in the room and will assign the roles. The
matching and roles assignment will remain anonymous. Once the computer had
determined your role, only your decision in that role will be taken into account to
determine your payoff.

Person A

Left

Right

Person B
Left

14
14

Right

7
17

Left

17
7

Right

10
10

Figure 1: The upper number of each payoff pair indicates Person A’s payoff, while
the lower indicates the payoff of Person B.

Section 3
In this section, situation is as follows:
Person A is asked to choose one out of twenty-one possible
distributions of money between her and Person B. Person B
knows that A has been called to make these decision, and may
either accept the distribution chosen by A, or reject it.
In the case that Person B accepts A’s proposed distribution, that
will be implemented. If B rejects the offer, both receive nothing.
The roles of Person A and Person B will be randomly determined
by the computer and will remain anonymous.
Before making your decision please read carefully the following paragraphs.
In the case that this section is selected to determine your earnings, the computer will
randomly pair you with another participant in the room and will assign the roles. The
matching and roles assignment will remain anonymous.
You will have to make decisions as if you were Person A and also as if you were
Person B. In the latter case, you will have to decide whether you accept or reject each
of A’s possible twenty proposed distributions.
If you are assigned the role of Person A you will earn the payoff you chose for
yourself if the Person B that you are paired with accepts your offer. Otherwise, both
will earn nothing.
If you are assigned the role of Person B, you will earn the payoff that Person A that
you are paired with chose for B, only if you had accepted that particular offer.
Otherwise, you both earn nothing.

Section 4
This is the final part of the experiment; the situation is as follows:

Person A and Person B are given £10 each. In what follows we
call this the “endowment”. Each person’s task is to decide how
to use his endowment. Each person has to decide how much of

the £10 he wants to contribute to a project (from 0 to 10) and
how much to keep for himself.

The consequences of their decision are explained in detail below.
Each individual’s earnings will be determined as follows:

Earnings = 10 – (your contribution to the project) + 0.7 * (total contribution to
the project)

This formula shows that your “Earnings” in this section consists of two parts:
1) The part of the endowment which you have kept for yourself.
2) The income from the project, which equals to the 70% of the pair’s total
contribution.
The income of each member from the project is calculated in the same way. This
means that each person receives the same income from the project. Suppose the sum
of the contributions of both members is £20. In this case, each person receives an
income from the project of: 0.7 *20= 14 pounds. If the total contribution to the project
is 4 pounds, then each member of the group receives an income of: 0.7*4= 2.8 pounds
from the project.
Person A, as well as Person B, always has the option of keeping the endowment for
himself or contributing a part, or all of it to the project. Each pound that he keeps
raises his earnings by 1 pound. Supposing he contributed this unit to the project
instead, then the total contribution to the project would rise by 1 pound. His income
from the project would thus rise by 0.7*1= 0.7 pounds. However, the earnings of the
other person would also rise by 0.7 pounds, so that the total income of the pair from
the project would be 1.4 points. Person A’s contribution to the project therefore also
raises the earnings of Person B. In the same fashion, Person A also earns an income
for each unit contributed by Person B to the project. In particular, for each unit
contributed by either of them, both persons earn 0.7 pounds.

Before making your decision please take your time to answer the following
questionnaire:

Control Questionnaire
1. Each person has an endowment of £10. Nobody contributes any pound to the
project. What is:
a. Person A’s earnings? ………
b. Person B’s earnings? ………
2. Each person has an endowment of £10. Person A contributes £10 to the
project. Person B contributes £10 to the project. What is:
a. Person A’s earnings? ………
b. Person B’s earnings? ………
3. Each person has an endowment of £10. Person A contributes £10 to the
project. Person B contributes £4 to the project. What is:
a. Person A’s earnings? ………
b. Person B’s earnings? ………
4. Each person has an endowment of £10. Person A contributes £6 to the project.
What is:
a. Person A’s earnings if Person B contributes £8 to the project?
...............
b. Person A’s earnings if Person B contributes £6 to the project?
...............
c. Person A’s earnings if Person B contributes £2 to the project?
...............
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